
India’s revered independence leader
Mahatma Gandhi was of the view that
“authentic” India lived in her villages
while its cities were bastions of corrup-
tion and foreign influence. This bias has
strongly influenced decades of Indian
policy, which mainly focused on
improving rural conditions while
largely ignoringgrowingcities.

India is urbanising rapidly as young
people from the countryside flock to cit-
ies in search of jobs and economic
opportunities. Some estimates suggest
that 30 Indians move from a rural to an
urbanareaeveryminute.

Yet, after decades of neglect, Indian
cities are struggling to cope. They are
plagued with problems including chok-
ing air pollution, snarling traffic, and
shortages of everything from water and
affordable homes to schools, public
transportandopenspaces.

Indian cities fare poorly on liveability
indices. Experts on urbanisation warn
that conditions are likely to deteriorate
without dramatic action that changes
how Indian cities are governed, includ-
ing new finance arrangements for urban
infrastructure.

“India has been a very reluctant
urbaniser,” says Amitabh Kant, head of
the government’s National Institution
for Transforming India. “In today’s
world, it is not nations that are compet-
ing with each other. It is cities. Mumbai,
Chennai, Delhi — they should have been
world-classcities.” Instead,hesays, they
donot figure intheworld’s top100.

But India’s prime minister Narendra
Modi, elected two years ago, differs
from many of his predecessors in his
view of cities, which he touts as hubs of
entrepreneurial energy that can drive
economic growth and potentially offer
waysto liftpeopleoutofpoverty.

During his 2014 election campaign,
Mr Modi spoke often of the need to
create“smartcities”.

Now in power, he is putting the man-
agement of India’s urbanisation process
higherthanithaseverbeenonthecoun-
try’s policy agenda and he has started
two programmes aimed at improving

urban infrastructure and planning.
“In this country, it is very hard to be

overtly pro-urban,” says Barjor E
Mehta, an urban specialist at the World
Bank. “But right from the beginning,
this prime minister used the word
urbanisation as an opportunity, not
withanegativeconnotation.”

The first programme, known as
Amrut,plans togiveabout$7.5bnto500
Indian cities over five years for invest-
ments in basic amenities such as clean
drinking water, sewerage, public trans-
portandpublicspaces.

Mr Modi’s government has also
launched its so-called Smart Cities Mis-
sion, in which cities compete for funds
to redevelop different zones and
improvepublicservices.

Public participation was crucial for
putting together the proposals — cities
that could not show citizen engagement
were eliminated from the contest. So far
20havebeenselectedfor funding.

“It’s an innovation programme where

new things can be done and, if the
arrangements work, we will try to main-
stream them,” says Mr Mehta. “You’ve
also made cities compete for the first
time,andgenerateda lotof interest.”

“This is the first government in India
that is talking about smart urbanisa-
tion,”saysMrKant.

Even with such initiatives, however,

India still faces an uphill battle to
improve its cities and the quality of life
of theirresidents.

According to Shirish Sankhe, a direc-
tor at consultants McKinsey, India has
been spending just $17 per city resident
per year on infrastructure and services
while theactualneedisabout$130.

Although Mr Modi’s schemes will
raise urban expenditure slightly, they
still fall far short of the nearly $950bn
that a high-level panel estimated that
India needs to spend on urban infra-
structure over 20 years to meet the
needsof itscities.

Solving such problems is not just a
question of funding. India also requires
new political arrangements to help
administer its growing cities, which are
now managed by short-term municipal
commissioners who usually serve just
twoyearsbeforemovingon.

“Indian cities are not well governed,”
says Mr Sankhe. “The political empow-
erment of cities is poor, and you can’t
reallyholdanybodyfullyaccountable.”

Even the matter of how many Indians
currently live in urban areas is a subject
of significant debate. According to
India’s 2011 census, just over 31 per cent
of the country’s 1.2bn people live in
areas that are recognisably urban, up
from 27.8 per cent of its population a
decadeearlier.

Yet many of these urbanised areas are
not even officially recognised as cities or
governed as such. India now has more
than 3,900 of what it calls “census
towns”, which are urbanised areas that
are still classified as rural and governed
with traditional rural arrangements,
suchasvillagecouncils.

Many places prefer to remain desig-
nated as “rural” as they gain access to
more government-funded programmes
— including social welfare schemes,
such as the rural employment guaran-
tee scheme — that are not available in
urban locations. Yet these increasingly
non-rural areas are then excluded from
appropriate urban services and expand
inahaphazardmanner.

India’s biggest problem is that most of
the strong revenues generated by its cit-
ies — through such means as property
taxes — are not spent to improve the cit-
ies themselves but are instead used to
support rural areas. Answers to these
problems will becoming increasingly
important as up to 590m Indians, are
expected to be living in cities by 2030,
upfrom340min2008.

India’s population shift sparks
a rethink of rural strategy
Smart cities scheme

Young people are flocking to
urban areas in search of jobs
and economic opportunities,
writes Amy Kazmin

Street life: the country’s cities are
polluted and full of traffic

V illain or victim? If policy-
makers get it wrong, the
answer could be both.
Cities in the 21st century
are the engines of economic

growth and provide employment and
homes to the growing global middle
classes. As the world gets hotter, how-
ever, urban areas will need to put them-
selves at the heart of the international
effort to mitigate the effects of climate
change.

Alongwiththeprosperityandinnova-
tion, global cities are the principal
source of the carbon dioxide emissions
warming the earth’s atmosphere. If the
process is not halted, these great

conurbations will be the worst affected
by rising temperatures (see story on
page4).

A few figures tell the story. The Lon-
don School of Economics Cities pro-
gramme projects that by 2050 cities will
have swelled by another 2.5bn people,
taking the overall total to about two-
thirds of the global population. On
present trendsthesecitieswouldbepro-
ducing about four-fifths or more of the
greenhouse gas being pumped into the
atmosphere. As the planet heats up, cit-
ieswill fare theworst.

The Paris-based Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development
estimates that temperatures in urban

areas already tend to be 3.5-4.5C higher
in than in the countryside. This
difference could well increase by
another 1C per decade. This would
mean that, by the second half of the
presentcentury, somebigcitiescouldbe
as much as 10C hotter than their sur-
rounding hinterlands. That begins to
soundlikeunliveable.

Many large cities are situated in low-
lying coastal areas, leaving them badly
exposed to the dangers of flooding that
come with rising sea levels and storm
surges. The sea does not differentiate
between the rich and the poor. Among
the cities judged most at risk by the
OECD are Kolkata, Shanghai,

Guangzhou, Miami, New York and
Osaka. Many of the same cities are vul-
nerable to the “urban heat island
effects” thatmaximiseambient temper-
atures. The most affected by these
trends are the urban poor — slum dwell-
ers in emerging cities and those lacking
cool shelter or air conditioning in long-
establishedconurbations.

The story, however, is not one of unre-
mitting gloom. As the OECD puts it: “It
is not cities per se that contribute to
greenhouse gas emissions, but rather
the way people move around the city,
sprawling urban development, the
amount of energy people use at home
and to heat buildings.” In each of those

Civic chiefs
must lead the
charge against
climate change

Global warming should be at the very top of
policymakers’ to-do lists, says Philip Stephens Wake-up call: sunrise in Pudong, Shanghai. The city is judged to be at risk from rising sea levels— Johannes Eisele/AFP/Getty Images

areas there is scope for the innovation
and design that would greatly reduce
both energy consumption and carbon
production.

Planning is crucial. Halting urban and
suburban sprawl should be at the heart
of mitigation strategies. The gulf
between the emissions generated by dif-
ferent cities is, in significant part, a
reflection of differing levels of urban
density. The city of Los Angeles gener-
ates a lot more CO2 than New York City,
even though the latter has a much
bigger population. The need is to
make new developments more compact
and to concentrate building on
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G lobal migration means mil-
lions of people are starting
new lives in cities far
removed from the places
they were born, where they

will help to shape the urban fabric of the
communitiesaroundthem.

Despite accusations from some that
all cities are becoming alike, these
newer citizens are carving out identities
distinct from both their ethnic origins
and those of the longer-standing inhab-
itantsaroundthem.

For example, when Annika Marlen
Hinze conducted a study of families of
Turkish origin in Berlin, she found they
identified themselves as neither Ger-
mans nor Turks, but as Berliners or
even as residents of a particular neigh-
bourhood. “One woman told me: ‘I’m
telling my son he’s both Turkish and
German, but I also tell him he’s a Kreuz-
berger,’ ” says Ms Hinze, assistant pro-
fessor of political science at Fordham
University inNewYork.

Kreuzberg and Neukölln are two
areas of the German capital that have
shaped their inhabitants of Turkish ori-
gin, who themselves have contributed
to Berlin’s landscape after they started
tocomeasguestworkers inthe1960s.

The experience of these migrants in
establishing mosques and kebab shops
near the Berlin Wall may be particular
to them, but one in five of all migrants
live in the world’s 20 largest urban cen-
tres, the International Organization for
Migration says. In 2015, fresh waves of
migrants, including Syrian refugees,
brought the effect of mass migration on
urbancentres towiderpublicattention.

Christopher Choa, director for cities
and urban development at Aecom, a
design and engineering consultancy,
says trade and migration shape the built
environment: “The DNA of the city is
baked, in physical terms, into the pre-
existing forms of the streets, but the cit-
ies are adapted by new [groups] and by
theservices[they]prefer.”

This creates a dilemma for planners,
who may either want to preserve a city’s
traditional shape or swing in the direc-
tion of creating spaces designed for
morerecentarrivals.

“There’s usually a strong traditional
theme that runs through the popula-
tions in all these cities,” says Mr Choa.
“They are seeking to protect the urban
qualities that make the cities unique in

the first place, the architectural patri-
mony.

“But if citiescannotabsorbnewwaves
of immigration you can end up with a
kind of marginalisation or ghettoisa-
tion. You miss out on those positive
mutationsof the landscape.”

On their most obvious level, such bat-
tles may be fought over the buildings of
minority religions, such as mosques in
Germanyandelsewhere inEurope.

T hese arguments are not
confined to the western
world. Protests against the
opening of Starbucks in
Beijing’s Forbidden City

and a McDonald’s restaurant in a
historic villa in the Chinese city of

Hangzhou carried similar symbolic
weight. Arguments also centre on new
housing as populations swell. In Lon-
don, traditionally a low-rise city, resi-
dents are fighting proposals for the con-
structionofabout318residential towers
despite a severe housing shortage, and
in Hong Kong a long controversy rages
over the potential use of country park
landtobuildhomes.

In Paris, the preservation of its
historic centre resulted in a ring of sub-
urbs or banlieues, where many families
of migrant origin live in poverty. In San
Franciscoasimilardecisiontoretainthe
historic waterfront has resulted in a
housing squeeze as the technology
industry attracts newcomers.

But some cultural fusions have been

in less tense. While Asian migrants have
created Chinatowns around the world,
China’s big trading centres have taken
inspiration from the west. “Shanghai
now looks much more like an American
or European city than a Chinese city,”
says Aecom’s Mr Choa. He thinks global
cities are becoming more similar to one
another, which he sees as a positive
development enabling the exchange of
“ideas, younger populations, the next
generationofwealthcreators”.

ButsociologistSaskiaSassentakes the
opposingviewof thisphenomenon,call-
ing it a “monster . . . coughing out tall
towers everywhere . . . killing the peo-
ple’s houses and small shops and little
streets and squares”, with the result that
“everywherebecamenowhere”.

It may be such tensions are just inher-
ent in cities subject to mass migration,
but there is no evident uniformity in
Berlin’sTurkishdistricts.

Indeed, residents of Kreuzberg and
Neukölln have strongly different and
separate identities. Kreuzberg has a
strong history of protest while Neukölln
is known for its strong integration poli-
cies formigrants.

Meanwhile, second-generation Turk-
ish-German children have begun travel-
ling the other way, migrating to Istanbul
to discover their roots and exploit their
command of both languages, says Ms
Hinze. One example is the Turkish-
German architect Cem Arat, who has
designed a stadium for Istanbul’s
Galatasarayfootball club.

However, Ms Hinze says many of
these second-generation migrants,
often the children of working-class par-
ents from rural Turkey, find themselves
once again feeling like outsiders when
theyreachIstanbul.

“A lot of them were curious to see this
interesting, bustling metropolis,” she
says. “But they tell me: “We feel really
different.”

Migrants create new identities in old locations
PlanningConflicting
demands pose a
dilemma for planners,
reports Judith Evans

May Day in
Kreuzberg:
residents in
different Berlin
suburbs have
developed
quite separate
identities
Stephanie Pilick/dpa

One in five
of all
migrants
live in the
world’s
largest
urban
centres

Joan Clos, one-time doctor and former
mayor of Barcelona, is hoping to
encourage politicians to see cities not
as problems but as opportunities for
lifting entire populations from poverty.

“Urbanisation is not a passive
outcome of development but a creator
of value . . . [it] is like a money-
printing machine,” says Dr Clos,
executive director of UN-Habitat,
which studies human settlements.

The organisation has been looking at
how to cater for the urban population

explosion. “From now until 2050 we’re
going to double the current level of
urbanisation. Another 3bn people will
be living in cities,” says Dr Clos.

“Most thinking and writing about
urbanisation is about the problems,
poverty, housing and so on — there’s
not enough about the value that the
urban tissue generates.”

The idea that cities can generate
wealth and help tackle rising inequality
are messages he intends to convey to
delegates at Habitat III in Quito,
Ecuador, in October. This, the latest in
a series of conferences that are held
every 20 years, will examine the link
between urban planning and the
human condition.

For example, in London, New York
and Paris there has been increasing
economic segregation and exclusion of
the poor from their centres. In the UK
capital there has been much reporting
of how the poor and even the middle
classes are being priced out.

Many experts say there is no
effective UK social housing policy,
which they argue has been handed over
to the private and charitable sectors
despite the need for government and
municipal attention.

The irony, Dr Clos says, is London
was arguably the first world city to
seriously address housing in the 19th
century. Tackling housing need was at
the centre of strategy and much of the
housing stock created in the centre of
cities has retained its desirability.

“If we look at public housing in
London, or in Amsterdam or Vienna
from the 19th century, we see that it
was so successful that it has now

become desirable for the bourgeoisie,”
says Dr Clos. “Today’s mass housing is
not economically active, it is a
dormitory, outside the city, on poor
land and poorly located. It is
stigmatised and the result is, when
someone becomes slightly better off,
they leave, only to be replaced with
more poor people. It stays poor.”

Examples of such places can be
found across the globe, from Paris to
Detroit. However, he praises some US
cities such as Los Angeles, which is
attempting to revitalise its once-seedy
downtown and suburban centres.

Dr Clos says successful urban policies
need to be set nationally and have
three elements: rules and regulations,
urban design and financial planning.
“We talk of the rule of law,” he says,
“but we also need a rule of urban law.
There might be inadequate legislation,
or too much unclear legislation, or a
lack of enforcement. We need
regulations to ensure we have decent

public space, we have urban building
rights and development, and we have
building codes and standards to
regulate quality.”

Public space is especially important
to the less well-off who may lack
gardens and other private areas for
recreation and leisure.

“The final issue is the financial plan,”
he says. “There can be no successful
urbanisation without a budget. We
need to think about local authority
taxation systems as well as some
subsidies from central government to
sustain the city.”

Since joining UN-Habitat in Nairobi,
Dr Clos has become embroiled in a
controversy. His efforts to transform
the organisation, including eliminating
senior staff privileges and reducing
costs by 40 per cent, were followed by
allegations of misconduct and racism,
which Dr Clos’ spokesman says are
false and unsubstantiated. An official
UN investigation was announced

earlier this year but it has yet to
publish any conclusions.

Dr Clos’ supporters may feel that an
ideal city might look like Barcelona,
where he was mayor from 1996 to
2006. This now has generous streets
and dense, robust “city blocks” that
embody the idea of mixed-use
development and have been able to
absorb changes in the way the city
works, as well as parks, squares and a
beach that was once a dock.

Although Dr Clos criticises the
“technocratic approach of Asian cities”
he says their success cannot be ignored.
China has, according to the World
Bank, taken 600m people out of
poverty thanks to urbanisation
between 1981 and 2004. Dr Clos says
this is a staggering testament to the
power of city planning to create wealth
and reduce inequality — a population
larger than that of Europe has been
lifted from subsistence farming to
urban existence in barely a generation.

Urbanisation is ‘money-printingmachine’ for social good
Interview Joan Clos
Barcelona’s former
mayor says careful
planning can lift
whole populations
out of poverty, writes
EdwinHeathcote
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Four charts examining how high housing costs lead to bigger wage bills and restrain discretionary spending 

Unaccommodating cities: squeezing out the lower paid
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In many growing urban economies junior and mid-tier 
employees are struggling with housing, often face long 
commutes and spend increasing proportions of their 
salaries on accommodation. This in turn drives up the 
wages employers need to offer to attract the best staff.
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Aggregate wage premium resulting from high housing costs,
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Wage premium to compensate
for housing costs

Out of the 15 cities examined, San Francisco had the 
most expensive average monthly rents of $2,824. This 
was closely followed by New York and Abu Dhabi at 
$2,629 and $2,460 respectively. The cheapest housing 
was available in Mexico City and São Paulo at $385 
and $480 respectively. 

Rising house prices have pushed up company wage 
bills. Compared to a situation where housing costs had 
risen in line with inflation since 2010, wages in New 
York City in 2015 could be $12bn higher, 3.8% of the 
total wage bill, because increased housing costs led to 
bigger pay demands.

House prices have implications not just for employees 
who struggle to find accommodation, but also for 
city-based businesses that find it hard to attract and 
retain workers. This is especially difficult for industries 
that rely on workers in lower-paid occupations.

‘There can be no
successful urbanisation
without a budget’
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W hen Bill de Blasio suc-
cessfully ran for mayor
of New York City in
2013, he campaigned
againsta“taleof twocit-

ies”dividedbetweenrichandpoor.
And when Sadiq Khan won London’s

mayoral election in May, he did so after
promising a “London living wage” and a
“London living rent” to combat low pay
andhighhousingcosts.

Economic inequality, increasingly
central to international and national
economic policy discussions, is making
itsmarkoncity-levelpoliticsaswell.

Studies show income inequality has
risen in cities across the US and Europe.
Edward Glaeser, an economics profes-
sor at Harvard, says there was a “dra-
matic increase in inequality in [US] cit-
ies between 1980 and 2006.” A study,
co-authored by Mr Glaeser, says: “with
one exception all metropolitan areas
wentupin inequality inthisperiod”.

Similarly, a study of 13 European
capital cities has found that in 10 of
them, economic inequality rose in the
firstdecadeof thiscentury.Maartenvan
Ham, a professor at the universities of
Delft and St Andrew’s and one of the
authors, adds that socio-economic seg-
regation — the degree to which the rich
and the poor live in different parts of the
city—rose in12outof the13.

“Often when inequality increases it
takes [time] to see increased segrega-
tion,” says Mr van Ham. “We think seg-
regation by income will increase even
more inthenextdecade.”

Theharmsuchsegregationmaycause
is only now being understood. In the US,
the Stanford University economist Raj
Chetty caused waves by demonstrating
that intergenerational mobility varies
enormously according to the neigh-
bourhoodapersongrowsupin.

Each year children spend in the most
upwardly mobile neighbourhoods, Mr
Chetty found, causes their adult
incomes to be 0.8 per cent higher com-
pared to the national average. Each year
in the worst neighbourhoods lowers
theiradult incomesby0.7percent.

But scholars caution against thinking
inequality can be primarily addressed
at city level. “The processes that led to

segregation reflect global economic
changes in the structure of the labour
market especially,” says Mr van Ham.
“The number of professionals has been
increasing a lot and there are also a lot of
low-incomefamilies.”

In Vienna, “the number of profession-
als doubled in a decade”, Mr van Ham
and his colleagues found. “These are
people with high incomes and, if you
have money, you can choose a nice place
to live. So housing got much more

expensive in the most attractive parts of
Vienna and the lower paid could not
affordto livethereanymore.”

Mr Glaeser points out that if national-
level inequality does not improve, more
egalitarian cities would simply mean
reshuffling rich and poor citizens into
separate cities, resulting in more segre-
gationratherthanintegration.

And while more unequal US cities in
the 1980s were poorer ones, he found,
that relationship has changed. Today, a
city may be more unequal than another
not because it has more poverty but
because ithasmorerichpeople.

“If you increase inequality by plop-
ping in a bunch of tech billionaires in an
area, that can’t be bad for growth,” Mr
Glaeser argues. “What we should be
worrying about is whether cities are
placesofopportunity for thepoor.”

Mr van Ham agrees. “If you see segre-
gation as a problem, then I see as the
solution investment in people, educa-
tion, jobs, children — offer them oppor-
tunities. You can’t solve inequality in
onegeneration.”

The ability of city leaders to reduce
inequality is limited. Anything that
smacks of crude redistribution is likely
to be ineffective, says Mr Glaeser, as this
will justdrivetherichtothesuburbs.

That does not mean leaders such as
Mr Khan and Mr de Blasio can wash
their hands of the problem. In Europe,
Mr van Ham says: “If we’re not careful,
in 15 to 20 years our cities will be much
moresegregatedthannow.”

He worries about rushing the job of
settling refugees recently arrived in
Europe. “People say let’s move them to
places where there are houses availa-
ble,” Mr van Ham notes, while pointing
out that these are places where nobody
wants to live because of a lack of ameni-
ties and opportunities. “That creates
problems for the future. How will they
respondin15to20years?”

While cities may try in vain to reduce
inequality directly, Mr Glaeser suggests
they can help us learn about policies
that at the national level would make a
difference. “There are a lot of [socio-
economic challenges] to which we don’t
know the right answer,” he says. He cites
the provision of pre-school education at
a reasonable cost and the training of
entrepreneursasexamples.

“What cities should be are laborato-
ries for opportunity, where we experi-
ment with different things,” Mr Glaeser
says. “Cities should do what they do
best, which is fundamentally to produce
knowledge.”

Communities risk being segregated by wealth
InequalityEconomic
differences are being
felt across theworld,
saysMartin Sandbu

Neighbours: cities may struggle to
reduce inequality—Chris Ratcliffe/Bloomberg

brownfield sites in inner cities.
For good reasons of public health, the

internal combustion engine has a lim-
ited future in the world’s biggest cities.
Ask politicians in Beijing where they see
the most acute sources of popular dis-
contentandtheyaremost likely topoint
to the smog-filled skies. Talk to the glo-
bal plutocrats who have made their
home in London and fast-deteriorating
air quality is one of their biggest gripes.
The future of urban transport lies in
rapid transit systems and electric cars:
battery technology, and thus journey
range, isadvancingbytheyear.

Above all, what is required is co-ordi-
nation: between urban planners, devel-
opers, energy and transport specialists
and the business community. The goal?
To minimise demand for carbon-inten-
sive energy and maximise the supply
possibilities forrenewables.

A report from the think-tank the Chi-
cago Council On Global Affairs points to
a strategy developed by the European
Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities
and Communities as a possible model.
This focuses on speeding up the trans-
formation of European cities into
“smartcities”,withanemphasison:
c Sustainable urban mobility: alterna-
tive energies, public transport, efficient
logisticsandplanning.

cSustainable districts and built envi-
ronment: improving the energy effi-
ciency of buildings and districts,
increasing the share of renewable
energy sources used and improving the
livingconditionsofcommunities.
c Integrated infrastructures and proc-
esses across energy, information and
communication technologies, and
transport: connecting infrastructure
assets to improve the efficiency and sus-
tainabilityofcities.

If all this sounds expensive, the costs
of doing nothing are likely to be higher.
They will include bills for flood and
storm defences, the disruption of com-

Continued frompage1

plex urban economies threatened by
extreme weather, the loss of high-value
industries to less-polluted locations and
increased personal and public health
costs. On the other side of the balance
sheet are the opportunities: rapid
urbanisation creates a chance to
develop cities that are at once more
dynamic and sustainable; innovation
promises to be a source of economic
growth; and better urban environments
willpromotehumanwelfare.

The task cannot be left to cities alone.
Though mayors and city halls can learn
from each other, it will fall to national
governments to provide the regulatory
regimes and fiscal incentives to acceler-
ate development of climate mitigation
and resilience. The ideal answer would
be a globally agreed carbon tax, but in
the absence of such an agreement,
national authorities must set the frame-
works. National treasuries should also
encourage the expansion of private
financing through green bonds and
other innovative instruments.

There isanadditional role for interna-
tional financial institutions. In the wake
of last year’s COP21 agreement in Paris,
mayors of leading cities have also called
for the UN Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change to produce a special
report focusing on the impact of, and
response to, global warming in cities.
This should provide a platform for mul-
tilateral organisations to play their part
in promoting sustainable urban devel-
opment, in providing finance and in
spreading best practice and technologi-
cal innovation.

The future belongs to cities. What
sort of future will depend on how
successful those cities are in nurturing
more sustainable environments for
citizens and workers. Mitigating and
adapting to climate change comes at the
topof the list.Thegoodnews is themore
effective they are in meeting the
challenge, the more prosperous and
hospitable theywillbe.

Civic chiefs
must lead
climate
change fight

A citymay bemore unequal
than another not because
of poverty, but because it
hasmore rich people
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The Future of Cities

China’sresponsetotheencroachmentof
its northern deserts on cities such as
Beijing is a tree-planting exercise, the
Three-North Shelterbelt. But while the
so-called Green Great Wall is one of the
world’s most ambitious environmental
projects, it is just one of many attempts
to protect cities against pollution,
storms and temperature rises by tap-
ping intoavaluableresource:nature.

It has long been known greenery
improves air quality, which is why large
urban parks, such as the Maidan in

Kolkata, India, or New York’s Central
Park, are often referred to as the “lungs
of thecity”.Butaspollutionandincreas-
ingly intense storms threaten urban
areas, planners are starting to recognise
thatnaturehasmorethanonepurpose.

So-called “green infrastructure” can
be used to soak up water that can other-
wise inundate municipal areas. When
superstorm Sandy hit New York and
New Jersey late in 2012, for example,
storm water flowed through subway
tunnels and shut down ground-level
powerandcommunicationsnetworks.

“The frequency, unpredictability and
intensity of storms is overwhelming a
lot of conventional systems,” says Jason
Scott, co-managing partner at Encour-
age Capital, an asset management firm
specialising in investments that can
help to resolve social and environmen-
talproblems.

Severe rainstorms are responsible for

sending large amounts of untreated
water — containing everything from
motor oil and lawn fertiliser to raw sew-
age — into drinking water systems and
openwaterways.

“In places like Milwaukee and
Chicago, storm water is combining with
sewer overflow and going in people’s
homes, so it’s not a theoretical problem
—it’sveryreal,”saysMrScott.

Green infrastructure — such as grass
roofs, planters and permeable pave-
ments that allow water to filter to soil
below them and soak up storm water —

can help prevent this. “The idea behind
the green infrastructure approach is to
mimic the way nature handles water,”
saysLarryLevine, seniorattorney inthe
water programme at the Natural
Resources Defence Council, a US envi-
ronmentalgroup.

Nature can improve cities’ air quality.
In Ahmedabad, the Indian state of
Gujarat’s largest city, where summer
temperatures can be above 40C, a
development plan includes linking the
city’s Sabarmati River with lakes, build-
ingaseriesofparksandplantingtrees.

Such schemes can help to control
summer temperatures, says Ian Mell,
lecturer in planning and civic design at
Liverpool university. “They’re using
trees and better management of the
lakes and river to moderate the extrem-
itiesof theclimate,”hesays.

Other natural assets can be tapped,
too. “In some parts of the world,

mangroves are tremendous at flood
protection and preventing soil erosion,”
saysMrLevine.“Greeninfrastructureof
that sort is very much part of the toolkit
forclimatechangeadaptation.”

But while green infrastructure does
much to tackle flooding, air pollution
and inhospitable city temperatures, it
can be hard to persuade developers and
investors it isworththeextramoney.

“It’s about learning how to under-
stand the upfront costs and how they
translate to benefits over time,” says
Eric Mackres, building efficiency man-
ager at the World Resources Institute’s
RossCenter forSustainableCities.

This is a particular difficulty in grow-
ing economies, where the race to
develop means that urban centres are
being built at terrific speed, often with-
out sufficient planning. “The scale of
development means climate change
getsaddressed later,”saysMrMell.

Some older cities are creating finan-
cial incentives for developers to go
green. In Washington DC, for example,
regulations have been introduced that 
make it mandatory for buildings in cer-
tain areas to include green infrastruc-
ture. The city has introduced a storm-
water retention credits trading scheme
for developments where this is not tech-
nically feasible.

Credits, which are traded in an open
market, can be bought from developers
operating inpartsof thecitynotcovered
by the regulations but who have none-
theless invested insustainableprojects.

Mr Scott believes that more of these
kinds of innovative financial arrange-
ments will be needed to increase the
adoption of urban green infrastructure.
“A lot of the solutions are financing
solutions because the capital markets
don’t know how to value these projects,”
hesays.

Nature is now a weapon against threat of global warming
Green infrastructure

Assets such as grass roofs,
parks and plants can protect
the man-made environment,
writes Sarah Murray

T he 46m shoppers who
annually visit the Quatre-
Temps shopping centre on
the edge of Paris now have
their bags security checked

before passing through its glass portals.
In the heart of the city, tourists at the
Louvre are subjected to longer queues
since the authorities improved safety
checksat themuseum.

Habits here are changing after 2015’s
terrorist incidents: in January three
Islamist extremists murdered 17 people
in targeted shootings launched against
the Charlie Hebdo magazine, police and
a Jewish supermarket. In November
gunmen and suicide bombers left at
least130deadandhundreds injured.

So what is the city doing to minimise
the risk of further attacks and how
might this change Paris? In an interview

with the FT, Jean-Louis Missika, deputy
mayor of Paris, says that technology will
playanincreasingly importantroleboth
in preventing future incidents and in
dealingwiththemif theyshouldoccur.

The city’s leftwing government has
started a 3D-scanning programme for
thousands of public and private build-
ings to help security forces react better
to siege situations, a need that was
underlined by the hostage takings that
tookplaceduring lastyear’sattacks.

Mr Missika says: “We have to have a
much better vision of public spaces.” He
adds 3D scans are “a way of visualising
the entire building — inside and out — to
helpusdealwithemergency issues”.

He says the scheme, which includes
all publicly owned buildings and other
selected private structures, from large
offices to supermarkets, was financed

publicly and privately. It costs between
€3,000 and €10,000 to scan each
building. Local government is also co-
ordinating various networks of CCTV
cameras, he says: “After November’s
attacks we discovered that police can
follow a car in Paris but the system of
camerasoutsidethecity isdifferent.”

Mr Missika adds there are about
40,000 public and private CCTV cam-
eras in Paris. This number is thought to
lag behind London, which is one of the
world’s most monitored cities. He says a
seamless link between cameras is more
important thannumbers.

The French capital’s newly inaugu-
rated Les Halles project — an undulat-
ing, 2.5 hectare roof spanning a large
pedestrian area with shops and restau-
rants — is an example of this approach.
It has a command centre where police
can see all cameras in the complex,
whetherpubliclyorprivatelyowned.

However, Raffaello Pantucci, director
of international security studies at Lon-
don’s Royal United Services Institute,
says CCTV cameras are more useful
after an attack than in preventing one.
Many cameras are not monitored all the
time, although there will be more regu-
lar monitoring of CCTV in places
thought to be at greater risk. “Most of
these cameras are recording for poten-
tialuse in investigations.”

Mr Pantucci says one of the biggest
challenges authorities face is big gather-
ings such as those that will doubtless
formduringFrance’shostingof the2016
European football championship this
month. “There is a great fear around
crowded spaces because of the high
impact thatanattackcanhave.”

Paris, one of the world’s most popular
tourist cities, had about 32m visitors in
2013 and organising queues at sporting
events and attractions is a particular
concerngiventheheightenedriskof ter-
rorism. Mr Missika says new ways must
be found to manage queues “because if

you create them outside buildings, they
become targets for terrorism”, adding:
“How you check people, and where you
check them, may mark the biggest dif-
ference in the way you go about con-
structingpublicbuildings inthefuture.”

In the meantime, Paris is trying to use
innovation and technology to come up
with some answers. In January, Xavier
Niel, the French tech and telecoms bil-
lionaire, worked with the police and the
city government to organise a “hacka-
thon” aimed at using the city’s nascent
start-up scene to provide a response to
terrorism.

One idea was an app, still in the mak-
ing, that allows event organisers to
reduce queues by using incentive
schemes to persuade ticket-holders to
arrive earlier. Another was a technology
that could prioritise distress calls to
emergency services based on back-
ground noises and stress levels in the
caller’svoice.

Mr Missika says that applying tech-
nology to combating terrorism could
even reduce the need for bigger changes
in cities. “Digital or virtual solutions will
not force you to reorganise people’s
physical landscape,”hesays.

But RUSI’s Mr Pantucci says one thing
that is already changing is the approach
by architects and urban planers to
materials and so-called street furniture,
such as barriers. A push towards
extending the use of shatterproof glass
to reduce the risk of injury from bomb
explosions is now well under way in the
UK and beyond, he says. Bollards to pro-
tect against vehicles carrying bombs
ramming into buildings are also becom-
ingmorecommonplace.

But, Mr Pantucci says, none of this is
likely to be a deterrent. Terrorists were
not intimidated last year when they
tried to attack the Stade de France,
which had many security checks in
place. “At theendof theday, if theywant
toattack, theywill tryto findaway.”

Technology is
crucial in the
fight against
terrorism
Paris attacksCapital harnesses CCTV in attempt
to deter future incidents, reportsAdamThomson

En garde: soldiers patrol the Louvre after last year’s attacks—Charles Platiau/Reuters

Yamoussoukro in Ivory Coast is a city
with roads wide enough for jumbo jets
to landon,avastpresidentialpalaceand
a basilica modelled on St Peter’s in
Rome. However, while it was named the
nation’s capital in 1983, most commer-
cial and administrative activities still
takeplace inanothercity,Abidjan.

Yamoussoukro’s failuretobecomethe
country’s primary urban centre is an
example of how grand plans for new cit-
iesdonotalways liveuptoexpectations.

From the ghostly eco-cities of China
to Malaysia, where Cyberjaya, built as
the country’s version of Silicon Valley,
has so far failed to thrive, there is plenty
of evidence of how difficult it is to create
acity fromscratch.

“A lot of them are not filling in as
expected,” says Sarah Moser, director of
urbanstudiesatCanada’sMcGilluniver-
sity, who, with her students, is compil-
inganewcitiesdatabase.

On paper, the points for such green-
field developments are strong. Pressure
is growing to house rapidly expanding
urban populations, particularly in
emerging economies. Policymakers in
these countries have seized on building
high-tech cities as a way of joining the
club of wealthier nations. “Since the
1990s, and increasingly in the past 10
years, this has become a staple financial
strategy for countries in the ‘global
south’,” says Ms Moser. “It’s seen as a
way to leapfrog the economy from the
production of raw materials and manu-

facturing intothisnew,high-techera.”
As cities produce more than 70 per

cent of the world’s human-generated
carbon emissions, according to UN-
Habitat, attempts are also being made
to design “green” or “carbon-neutral”
citiessuchasMasdar inAbuDhabi.

Yet for Dirk Hebel, assistant professor
of architecture and construction at
Singapore’s Future Cities Laboratory,
Masdar and similar projects borrow too
muchfromolderEuropeanmodels.

He says we should not build large-
scale cities in defined locations — so
drawing on the principles of older cities
that needed defensive walls — but plan
smaller settlements, some of which may
grow, some of which may merge and
someofwhichmaystaysmall.

Mr Hebel argues that, while urban
planners must still provide infrastruc-
ture such as transport systems, health

and education services, developments
should be more organic. “It should be a
systemnotasingle location.”

Another challenge for new cities is
persuadingpeople tomoveintothem.

“You can populate those cities in
China but you need to put [people] in
buses and make sure they don’t leave,”
says Michele Acuto, director of Univer-
sity College London’s city leadership ini-
tiative. He thinks building new cities is a
flawed concept. “You could spend
exactly the same amount on improving
current structures and systems and fos-
tering innovation inexistingplaces.”

But Ms Moser points to some promis-
ing examples, such as Yachay, north of
Ecuador’s capital Quito, planned as a
centre for scientific, academic, eco-
nomic and technological research and
innovation. Much of its focus has been
on sustainability and planting local spe-
cies tominimisewateruse.

But Ms Moser believes another factor
may aid Yachay’s success. Unlike many
new cities, it is integrating its existing
residents rather than moving them on.
Agricultural workers, who may lose jobs
once the city expands on to farmland,
are being given work in composting
plants or raising saplings for the city’s
street trees. Others can take courses to
givethemtheskills toopenbusinesses.

How many of the almost 150 brand
new cities in her database does Ms
Moser think will succeed? “It’s really too
soontotell,” shesays.

“Oneof thekeys forwhatmakesasuc-
cessful city is that it needs patient capi-
tal,” says Suzanne Gill, a partner at law
firm Wedlake Bell, who runs debates
aimed at stimulating discussion
about long-term sustainable invest-
ments. “Some of these [new] cities are
like young men in hurry,” she says. “And
somewill crashandburn.”

How to avoid high-tech
‘crash and burn’ ghost towns
New cities

Patience is a virtue when
creating up-to-date centres
that will stand the test of
time, reports Sarah Murray

Empty existence: Chenggong, China

How can we design great cities from
scratch if we cannot agree on what
makes them great? None of the cities
where people most want to live —
such as London, New York, Paris and
Hong Kong — comes near to being at
the top of surveys asking which are
best to live in.

The top three in the most recent
Economist Intelligence Unit’s liveability
ranking, for example, were Melbourne,
Vancouver and Vienna. They are all
perfectly pleasant, but great? The first
question to tackle is the difference
between liveability and greatness.
Perhaps we cannot aspire to make a
great city, but if we attempt to make a
liveable one, can it in time become
great?

There are some fundamental
elements that you need. The first is
public space. Whether it is Vienna’s
Ringstrasse and Prater park, or the
beaches of Melbourne and Vancouver,
these are places that allow the city to
pause and the citizens to mingle and to
breathe, regardless of class or wealth.
Good cities also seem to be close to
nature, and all three have easy access
to varied, wonderful landscapes and
topographies.

A second crucial factor, says Ricky
Burdett, a professor of urban studies at
the London School of Economics, is a
good transport system. “Affordable
public transport is the one thing which
cuts across all successful cities,” he
says.

For example, when Enrique Peñalosa,
mayor of Bogotá in Colombia (he held
the post from 1998 to 2001 and was re-
elected at the end of last year),
introduced a fleet of public buses he
transformed the city. They could be
brought in quickly and relatively
cheaply — unlike, say, an underground
train system. The buses could travel to
the urban slums — favelas— and the
more precarious hillside communities.
Mr Peñalosa also introduced bus lanes
that excluded cars, to the fury of car
drivers, that made taking the bus

quicker than commuting by car. A
successful city, Mr Peñalosa said, is not
“one where the poor move about in cars
[but] where even the rich use public
transportation”.

A city built from scratch must also be
capable of accommodating change. The
architecture and the infrastructure
need to be robust enough to adapt.

If we think of the industrial buildings
of New York’s SoHo or Chelsea, or
London’s Shoreditch, these solid
structures have been able to
accommodate successive waves of
activity, from garment manufacture to
warehousing, from studio space to loft
apartments.

What is also critical is the kind of
space that is left open — the cracks
between and beneath buildings that
can adapt quickly to anything from
workshops to nightclubs.

A city’s structure can be established
with relatively anonymous architecture
if it is robust and resilient enough to
accommodate change. But most new
cities, from Brasília, capital of Brazil, to

India’s Chandigarh, never learnt this
lesson and instead have buildings that
cannot be easily adapted as conditions
change.

What great cities do have in common
is planning. Joan Clos, head of UN
Habitat, told the FT that “urban
planning is a resource for development
and a critical tool for reducing
inequality” (see interview on page 2).

The great cities were rigorously
designed with good infrastructure, wide
streets, a variety of buildings and rules
about what could be built — whether
height restrictions in Paris (tentatively
being abandoned) or setback
skyscrapers in Chicago that allowed the
light to reach the sidewalks no matter
how high the buildings rose.

In a laissez-faire era, when
development is left to the private
sector, rules become more important. In
London, the sudden explosion of high-
rise towers is not leading to a greater
city but to a sense of resentment
among residents that the historic
skyline is being wrecked because of a
lack of coherence in the rules.

In New York, the rise of the “skinny
skyscraper”, super-tall towers rising
around Central Park and casting
shadows across the city, is causing
similar resentment in an environment
known for its tall towers.

A fascinating analysis of why cities
have been successful comes from
Saskia Sassen, professor of sociology at
Columbia University in New York: “One
of the reasons that cities have
outlasted all these other more powerful
and organised systems of power is their
incompleteness.

“That gives them a longevity
because no tyrant can truly run a city,
it’s too diffuse — the city will always
fight back.”

So perhaps it is precisely the
unpredictability of the great cities that
makes them so exciting and so resilient.
The paradox is, exactly how do you
plan for unpredictability?
Edwin Heathcote

Opinion Unpredictability is an important factor in making a metropolis great

New York subway: good transport
is crucial in successful cities

The unpredictability and
intensity of storms is
overwhelming a lot of
conventional systems
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